**Parking nightmare**
Cal Poly needs to find a solution to its problem

**Wild night**
S.F. Giants face Cubs in one-game wildcard playoff

**Soccer takes win**
Poly beats San Diego on way to tournament

---

**CAPTURE prepares for Year 2000**

Computer programs holding campus information will need new formulas

*By Kristin Dohse*

Mustang Daily

The recent unscheduled shutdown of Cal Poly's telephone user registration system, CAPTURE, raises questions about future problems with CAPTURE and what the Year 2000 bug (Y2K) will mean for the Cal Poly community.

The software that runs CAPTURE is being re-written to prevent Y2K-related problems. The new software is being tested now, a project that is to be finished by November or December.

According to George Glaser, Coordinator of Student Applications in the Department of Support Applications, some of the system shutdowns and other problems that students encounter with CAPTURE aren't a result of a glitch in the CAPTURE system itself.

"There are five separate processes in the CAPTURE system and all it takes is for one of these steps to fail to cause the entire system to halt," Glaser said.

Glaser said the CAPTURE process begins when a student picks up the phone to dial the CAPTURE system. Once the phone system has been activated, the information provided by the student is then sent to a telephone switch located on campus. The information travels through a Unix system on a machine called the RS6000 which prepares the transactions and sends them to the final destination: the IBM mainframe. Each question and response is sent back and forth through these five processes.

According to Glaser, the mainframe can be a source of system glitches. Glaser said the mainframe is the storehouse for all kinds of university information from Human Resource services and financial systems to the MustangInfo web page and student records.

"In addition, Cal Poly's mainframe phone switch located on campus. The information travels through a Unix system called the RS6000 which prepares the transactions and sends them to the final destination: the IBM mainframe. Each question and response is sent back and forth through these five processes. According to Glaser, the mainframe can be a source of system glitches. Glaser said the mainframe is the storehouse for all kinds of university information from Human Resource services and financial systems to the MustangInfo web page and student records."

---

**Renovation gives campus landmark a new look**

*By Louise Attard*

Mustang Daily

The old Campus Store reopened on Sept. 21 as the new Campus Market, with more than double the floor space and a wider selection of food choices.

The $1.1 million project was right on budget, said Michael Merrell, manager of the Campus Market. The money for the market came from Foundation reserves, specifically for renovation projects. Merrell said the store was over 30 years old and needed improving.

Nancy Williams, director of Campus Dining, said she was "extremely happy" with the outcome of the Campus Market. She said part of the project's aim was to add more food items and more space. The floor space expanded from 3,000 feet to about 6,500 feet. The entire interior was also renovated. For example, tri-tip sandwiches previously served outside are now cooked and served inside "so when it rains we're still in business," Williams said.

On Friday, contractors from Design ARC, Vernon Edwards Contractors Inc., and food service consultant WEBB, walked through the store examining any final details. There are still some minor details to finish up, said Merrell, partly due to a two-week delay period in May awaiting for the final approval of the budget.

These include lighting for the stand-up bistro tables, additional shelving and more food items. See MARKET, page 2

GONE TO MARKET:
Mark Schaus, animal science senior, and Shannon Burke, food science senior, study outside the newly renovated Campus Market.

Dawn Kalmar/ Mustang Daily
**MARKET**continued from page 1

also plans for the outside of the building.

Construction on the new market started May 4, three days after the Campus Store closed. Project Coordinator Roger Keep, who works closely with the contractors, said he was more than happy with the overall result.

"It came out better than our expectations," he said. "Everyone worked together. We had no problems."

The goal of the project was to have the market opened by Sept. 21, the first day of fall classes. Contractors worked days, nights and weekends to meet the deadline.

Al Cashman, associate director of Campus Dining, said it was important that the market be open on the first day.

"It’s delayed, students get into a habit of other things and then when you finally open, they don’t know that you’re open," he said.

Merrell said the market was noticeably busier for the first week of classes compared to previous years. The shift in students on campus over the years has created a demand for more places to eat, he said.

"The campus has been growing in this direction to the north-west and there was very little food service out in this area," Merrell said.

The new components of the Campus Market included an expanded coffee bar, deli, bakers, grill section, deli bar and pizza section. A new beverage bar, bakery, and sandwich and drink fountain are located at the front of the store.

"The new food and drink items the market provides are Cal Poly merchandise, greeting cards, stationary items and a wide selection of newspapers. There are check-outs located at the front of the store. Some items sold are almost guaranteed with the restaurant’s house blend coffee for $2.65, and guayaki sipping straws for $1.50.

Cal Poly Foundation took over the old Campus Store from the Cal Poly Foundation in 1983. Before that, the store sold only Cal Poly products.

"We wanted the building to have a Cal Poly feel," he said. "Some of these items are unique in their own identity," he said. "You really didn’t know that it was a store."

Part of the overall Campus Market plan was to anticipate what future services would be needed on campus, so a special kind of oven for home-replacement meals was installed. Home-replacements meals are pre-cooked meals like chicken and baked potatoes that people can take home.

Cashman believes this will be popular in a few years time when the new apartment complexes on campus are built. Students living in the apartments will not be expected to purchase meal plans, and will look for close and convenient places to buy cooked food, he said.

"Instead of just pre-packaged food, we are now basically a full-fledged restaurant," Cashman said.

**FACE LIFT:** Construction crews worked extra hours over the summer to complete the Campus Market in time for students to enjoy it on the first day school.

**A second-phase project has been planned in the future to increase the outdoor seating of the market. The seating will replace some of the parking spaces located to the right of the market.**

On Friday, Michelle Behrens, a biology graduate, walked into the Campus Market for the first time since the renovations.

"It looks nice. I like it better than the old store," she said. "It’s more open and has more variety." Andrew Mueller, assistant professor of statistics, said the Campus Market offers "more real food" than the old-prepackaged food.

"You’re getting staff that’s more qualified," he said.

Chris Tousseau, Peter Emig and Brian Fermeci, all aerospace seniors, said they like the new Campus Market.

"It think it’s going to attract more students," Tousseau said. "It’s nice and spacious and offers a bigger variety of food. Now you can get tri-tip every day."

"It’s nice that they’ve finally got a deli here," Fermeci added.

"There’s a lot more space inside. Before when you got a coffee you’d have to handle over in the corner with 20 other people," Emig said.

Tousseau said the prices are reasonable compared to other places on campus.

"Nothing’s over five dollars that I notice," he said. Buying a Chef’s salad for $2.95.

Brian Line, an animal science senior, has worked at the store for three years. "She said the Campus Market is better just for the customers, but also for the staff.

"It was getting really cramped ... Now there’s more space for us to do our jobs," she said.

The new opening hours are Monday to Thursday 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to 11 p.m., and Sunday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

**STUDENT $$$ AT WORK IN MCPHEE UNIVERSITY UNION**

Students, faculty and staff are cordially invited to celebrate with us during an Open House to be held for new Student Government Offices (UU 202) and Multicultural center (UU 217B), on October 1 & 2, 12 Noon to 2:00 p.m.

Please stop by for a tour of our new offices and see how student dollars have been used to enhance the McPhee University Union.
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**Ants farm fungus, not soil**

Los Angeles Times

Many have bad ant farms when growing up. But what do ants farm? Fungi, as it happens.

Fifty million years of agriculture by some species of ants bears a striking resemblance to the kinds of farming techniques developed by humans over the ages, write Ulrich G. Mueller of the University of Maryland and colleagues in the Sept. 25 Science. The ants grow the fungi, secrete antibiotic "herbicides" to protect it from blight and ferocious mites.

Scientists have long known that some species of ants farm fungus. But Mueller’s new research shows that the critters can switch to new crops in times of famine, and that some crops might be transferred between distantly related ant species.

The research sheds light on a long debate over whether human farming arose through conscious choice, said Jared Diamond, a professor of physiology at the University of California at Los Angeles, who wrote an accompanying article. "In the case of ants, nobody said five ants got together and said, ‘I’m sick of being picked off by birds, let’s take these mushrooms back to our nest and grow them there safely.’"

Instead, farming might be an activity that can develop naturally, Mueller said. "You don’t have to have a lot of sophistication to live by growing a food."
Scoopity Doo

YJCI FJUH: Business junior Aaron Drury scoops up a bunch of blueberries to add to a smoothie at Lucy's Juice. Blenders were blazing as hot and humid weather sent more students searching for thirst quenchers.

CAPTURE continued from page 1

"In addition, Cal Poly's mainframe is shared with California State University, Hayward," Glaser said. "It's like a domino effect. It's possible for a single problem in any one of the programs to cause the system to shut down."

"In the most recent shutdown, Monday, September 14th, the system came to a halt when a glitch in MustangInfo caused the program to use up resources without releasing them," Glaser said. According to Glaser, when other programs tried to continue running simultaneously, the entire system shut down.

Glaser said his department encountered a problem in the system once every few weeks. He said most of the problems are insignificant and are rarely noticed by the students.

Concerning the YIK dilemma facing Cal Poly, Glaser said Cal Poly has taken steps to control this potentially disastrous situation.

"We currently have a YIK project underway that corrects the system from interpreting the year 2000 as occurring before 1998," Glaser said. Secondly, the project involves adding numeric formulas internally into the software that will cause the system to read a number such as a double zero for the year 2000 as still increasing in value," Glaser said. "The great thing about this project is that the changes will be transparent to the users," Glaser said. Students will use the same action codes as before, now only the internal software will adjust the entries for the year 20007."  

George Glaser, coordinator of Student Applications

New marijuana painkiller has no bad effects, research says

Drug increases appetite in rats, unlike morphine, which can cause nausea

Los Angeles Times

New research suggests that scientists may be able to develop a powerful new painkiller modeled on the active ingredient in marijuana.

In rats, a drug that mimics delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol, the main active ingredient in marijuana, decreases pain like morphine, researchers at the University of California at San Francisco showed.

"Given their unique side-effect profile (for example, cannabinoids increase appetite, whereas opioids can cause nausea and respiratory depression), cannabinoids may be useful in improving the treatment of pain," Ian D. Meng and colleagues write in the Sept. 24 Nature.

"Rats given a synthetic cannabinoid kept their tails near a heat source longer than rats that did not get the drug."

When the researchers shaved a region of the rats' brain where the cannabinoid is usually found in the brain, the animals no longer had an incentive to pain.

— Ian D. Meng
UC San Francisco researcher

"The great thing about this project is that the changes will be transparent to the users."  

—George Glaser

Welcome back... NOW GO AWAY!  

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL

Want A Challenge?

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL

Start your career off on the right foot by enrolling in the Air Force Officer Training School. There you will become a commissioned officer in just 12 weeks. From the start you'll enjoy great pay, complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each year, plus the opportunity to travel and see the world. To discover how high a career in the Air Force can take you, call 1-800-423-4UFA or visit our website at www. air force.com
Poly should re-evaluate parking plan

With planning, new structure can ease students' nightmare

Anyone who has ever driven on Cal Poly's campus and has tried to park knows that Cal Poly has a serious parking problem.

We are all aware that many people at Cal Poly, for whatever reason, choose to drive to school. We do not want that option to be taken away. However, the number of parking permits sold is well over the number of parking spaces available.

We understand the reasoning behind the desire that not all of those people who buy parking permits are on campus at any given time, but we still do not agree with the number of permits sold.

Not only do those parking permits get used almost daily, but daily parking permits are still being purchased, increasing the total number of cars that need a space to park.

So, what has Cal Poly decided to do? Cal Poly is planning to build a parking structure, but at what cost to students?

No money should be expected of students, since the CSU Parking Fund handed Cal Poly a check for $8.7 million to build the structure. The powers that be should not need to raise student fees or increase the price of parking permits to pay for the new structure.

Unfortunately, Cal Poly seems poised to create a whole new set of parking problems with its new parking structure. Let's examine the facts.

There are too many people with parking permits, but with the construction of the parking structure slated to begin as early as November, the parking situation has the potential to get out of control.

Studies have shown that the further we get into the winter months, the more people begin to drive their cars to school, creating more of a parking nightmare. With knowledge of this trend, the "parking powers" have done nothing to accommodate for the 128 parking spaces that will be lost during construction. We hope everyone that paid their $36 for a full parking permit was sufficiently warned about the upcoming crunch.

We are in no way suggesting that Cal Poly put off the parking structure for another three or four years, but we do think that Cal Poly has had ample time to figure out how to remedy the parking situation without first making it worse.

Also, we are not going to suggest that staff not be allowed to park in the structure, but they should definitely have a minimum of spaces. The logical staff members already are allowed to park in general parking spaces without penalties, but those with general parking passes are not allowed to park in staff spaces without paying a fine. If the main reason for the parking structure is a lack of general parking spaces, shouldn't the structure consist of primarily general parking?

It makes no sense that we should not build parking spaces that exclude the very people we are trying to help.

Are you sick of hearing about the Clinton scandal? I am. But because I find the whole world affair boring or trivial, I find it nauseating. It's not the graphic details of Sleek Willie and Monica's "improper relations" that make me sick; I am disgusted by the majority of the nation's apathy and cynicism.

Our president is not our moral leader (thank God), but he is, like it or not, a symbol and a representative of our entire country. Right or wrong, the implicit destruction of the office comes with the office. We therefore have to hold our president up to the highest standard possible. Polls indicate that the vast majority of Americans find President Clinton's character despicable, and yet his job approval rating remains in the mid 40s. I feel like I'm in the Twilight Zone.

We don't believe that good character is essential for doing a good job as president.

A lot of Americans want to excuse the president's behavior because it's "all about sex." Did they all miss the parts about perjury, abuse of power and obstruction of justice? These things cannot be justified, even if they were done to cover up sex. Poor Bill, they say. Look at what he has lost already: his pride, his wife's trust, his political potency.

Unfortunately, this isn't just about Clinton. The whole world's eyes are on this scandal and if we don't hold our president fully accountable for his crimes, we will lose the bedrock of our justice system. A system which demands the truth and the whole truth, not the half-truths, lies and evasive non-answers given to us by our president.

Oh who cares, the economy is good, so we're happy right? It doesn't matter if our president, an intern and a cigar are having sex. The truth to begin with.

Our voice

Editorials reflect the views of Mustang Daily. Editorial policy is determined by the editorial board, which includes all student editors of Mustang Daily. Columns, cartoons and letters reflect the views of their authors and do not necessarily reflect those of Mustang Daily.

Your voice

Mustang Daily encourages comments on editorial policy and university affairs. Letters should be typewritten, double-spaced, signed and include a phone number. They can be mailed, faxed, delivered or e-mailed to opinion@mustangdaily.calpoly.edu.
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## CAL POLY STUDENTS

**ARE THE BRIGHTEST AND THE MOST SAVVY IN THE COUNTRY**

**ARE YOU REALLY?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>OUR PRICE USED</th>
<th>OUR BUYBACK</th>
<th>NET COST TO YOU</th>
<th>COMPETITOR COST</th>
<th>COMPETITOR'S BUYBACK</th>
<th>NET COST TO YOU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Chemistry Ebbing</td>
<td>$70.75</td>
<td>$43.75</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
<td>$61.25</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$31.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20th Century World Findley</td>
<td>$39.25</td>
<td>$24.75</td>
<td>$14.50</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Systems Laudon</td>
<td>$51.75</td>
<td>$37.00</td>
<td>$14.75</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
<td>$33.00</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Accounting Edmonds</td>
<td>$66.50</td>
<td>$44.25</td>
<td>$22.25</td>
<td>$59.00</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$27.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Mechanics Statics Meriam</td>
<td>$63.41</td>
<td>$31.70</td>
<td>$31.71</td>
<td>$61.95</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial Accounting Garrison</td>
<td>$66.50</td>
<td>$44.25</td>
<td>$22.25</td>
<td>$54.50</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$34.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology: Concepts &amp; Applications Starr</td>
<td>$55.50</td>
<td>$36.75</td>
<td>$18.75</td>
<td>$45.75</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$25.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculus Stewart</td>
<td>$75.52</td>
<td>$50.75</td>
<td>$24.77</td>
<td>$71.95</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Calculus Cohen</td>
<td>$58.50</td>
<td>$37.25</td>
<td>$21.25</td>
<td>$56.95</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$36.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Cost:** $198.98  
**Total Savings:** $54.30  

*These 9 titles are from the largest classes at Cal Poly. Both price and buyback surveys conducted on 9/23/98.

**WHERE WILL YOU PURCHASE YOUR COURSEWARE NEXT QUARTER?**
Meet With Ernst & Young On Campus Today

Information Session
9/29/98
5:00 pm
Staff Dining C located at the Dining Complex
Across from Rec Center

On-Campus Interviews
11/10/98

They’re in touch, in transit and in demand ... on-site, on-line and on the move ... improving businesses, envisioning future technologies and driving change ... thinking outside the box, designing solutions and delivering value to customers. They’re Ernst & Young management consultants and they’re going places - making a global impact in one of the most dynamic fields of the 90s and beyond.

As we continue to set the standard for the 21st century, Ernst & Young is looking for team-oriented professionals to develop and implement broad-based integrated solutions. Utilizing tools such as Visual Basic, Java and C++, you will have the opportunity to develop core solutions for our top tier clientele. Your technical and analytical skills will enable you to be involved in projects that range from custom development and ERP (SAP, Oracle, PeopleSoft, BaaN) implementations to data warehousing and Internet enabled solutions.

CS, CPE, IS, MIS, MBA and all other majors with technical interest/experience will be considered. Ernst & Young offers an extensive training/professional development program to meet the individual needs of our consultants.

Come talk to us in person. Today, September 29th at the Business building.

For more information, please contact the College Career Center for dates and location on the World Wide Web at http://www.ey.com

Ernst & Young LLP an equal opportunity employer values the diversity of our work force and the knowledge of our people.
Boston Globe denies ad space for ex-columnist

Mike Barnicle won’t get to say goodbye or ‘I’m sorry’ to his readers in Boston

The Washington Post

WASHINGTON — All Mike Barnicle wanted was a chance to say goodbye. And he was willing to pay at least $20,000 for the privilege.

The ousted Boston Globe columnist submitted an Op-Ed piece to his old paper, giving the side of the controversy that led to his downfall. Editorial Page Editor H.D.S. Greenway made some suggestions and Barnicle was interested in running it, but Globe Publisher Benjamin Taylor vetoed the idea.

So Barnicle and his wife sold some stock, cashed in a savings account and asked to buy a full-page ad in the Globe. No dice — and no reason given.

“I was stunned,” a weary-sounding Barnicle said. “The past two months have been an incredible nightmare. I feel odd saying anything negative about the Globe. I still love the place, despite what I think was done to me unfairly.”

Globe spokesman Richard Gulla said: “We refused the ad on the same basis we refused the Op-Ed piece. It didn’t add anything new to the issue.”

In the 1995 column that led to his firing, Gulla says, “he quoted people he never met and never talked to.”

Barnicle, 55, felt partially vindicated when he finally tracked down Patricia Shaw, the Maine woman he had written about in 1995. He had said that a wealthy white family had become friends with a struggling black family while their sons were hospitalized with cancer, and the black family received a touching letter, a $10,000 check after their son died.

It turned out Barnicle had never talked to either family, relying instead on a nurse’s side who was in training at the hospital. Yet he managed to create vivid scenes and quote the 10-sentence letter verbatim. Globe editors were appalled at the shoddy reporting.

The details turned out to be quite different. The nurse’s family is white, not black; they received $3,000, not $10,000; their son was 5, not 9; he died in 1987, not 1994, and the cause was heart disease, not cancer.

“There are several inaccuracies in it, no doubt about it. Clearly, this cannot be done any longer in a business intent on weaving a one-size-fits-all suit of standards.”

— Mike Barnicle

former Boston Globe columnist

“We refused the ad on the same basis we refused the Op-Ed piece. It didn’t add anything new to the issue,” Globe spokesman Richard Gulla said.

“Stop honking at me on the street. I can’t deny that’s part of it.”

But Barnicle says most of his readers don’t really know what happened, and that even Smith was allowed to write a farewell column. Now he can’t even buy one.

“Stop asking me in the supermarket if I’m coming back,” he says. “Stop hounding me on the street. I ain’t coming back. I’m not going to be there ever. There’s nothing I can do. They own the paper. They buy the ink.”

“I used my memory to tell an honest story. Clearly, this cannot be done any longer in a business intent on weaving a one-size-fits-all suit of standards.”

— Mike Barnicle

Student Community Services

Fall Orientation

TUESDAY, SEPT. 29
7:00 PM
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM

TRAFFIC SCHOOL

Comedy Style Classes Taught by Cal Poly Student!

$20 TCH $10 OFF w/ Any Competitor’s Coupon

805-582-0505

www.trafficschool.com

LISTEN UP!

Student Community Services

GET INVOLVED! FIND OUT WHAT WE'RE ALL ABOUT

FOR MORE INFO CALL 756-5834 OR STOP BY U.U. 217 D

The HP Way

It’s the way we help you get your feet wet.

You’ve worked hard. Spent countless hours learning and expanding your mind. Now it’s time to unleash your creativity on the world. And the place to do it is at Hewlett-Packard. In keeping with our corporate philosophy, “the HP Way,” we believe that the day-to-day performance and the unique perspective of each individual is critical to our success. Which means that you’ll spend your time creating, not waiting.

And as a global leader in everything from PCs and printers, to test and measurement systems, there’s plenty of opportunity to stretch your mind and expand your career possibilities.

Find out how:
If you’re a BS/BA/MS/MBA candidate in EE, IE, ME, CS, CPE, MIS, Business or Finance, see us on campus:

Information Session
Date: Wednesday, November 11th
Location: Chumash Auditorium
Time: 6-9pm

Interviews
Date: Thursday, November 12th & Friday, November 13th
Location: Career Services

Visit Career Services by October 2nd to request an interview when we’re on campus and check out our HP @ Cal Poly recruiting web site at: www.ee.calpoly.edu/hp to find out more information about our recruiting process.

And, if you haven’t arranged an interview time with Career Services, be sure to come to our Information Session. We’ll bring pies, give away cool stuff, and raffle off an HP DeskJet Printer. We’ll also fill any remaining interview slots that are available.

Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer dedicated to affirmative action and workforce diversity.
**Sosa inspires his Dominican fans**

The Washington Post

A through his life has been turned upside down since a tree crashed through his roof and destroyed his home during Hurricane Georges. Juan Richards found solace Sunday in American baseball. His love for Dominican slugger and hometown hero Sammy Sosa, and Sosa's quest to set a new home-run record.

Leaning against a betting parlor wall under a baking sun, Richards, 28, listened intently to a radio as Sosa's Chicago Cubs played the Houston Astros in what was almost the last chance for Sosa to overtake or match home-run leader Mark McGwire of the St. Louis Cardinals in their running battle for baseball fame.

"Among all the bad we are going through, there is some good, and that good is Sammy Sosa and the game Sunday," Richards said. "He has lifted our spirits, not only in normal times but in this hurricane crisis. For me, Sosa has done something grand. He is a hero. He represents hope, pride and success." Throughout this gritty port city of 120,000 residents, many people turned their attention from the ravages of Georges — which struck the Dominican Republic with a vengeance last Tuesday, killing more than 200 — to their local icon's come-from-behind bid to finish out the season ahead of McGwire.

But for most fans, watching the game was an exercise in frustration, since San Pedro is still without electricity and the hurricane knocked out television cable service. Most bars and betting parlors that would have televised the game were closed, and there were few batteries available to enable people to tune in the game on radio.

"There were few alternatives to view the game, but one was the Florimar Carwash, a bar and pool hall near the city's sea wall. As a favor to San Pedro, several television stations provided the establishment with a satellite dish so it could show the game.

By the time the contest got underway at 2:35 p.m., the Florimar was teeming with hundreds of fans who drank warm beer and repaired into booming cheers and whoops when Sosa came up for his first at bat.

All pool playing came to a halt.

Amid chants of "Samsy! Samsy!" the home-town boy struck out, but onlookers bracketed it off and pinned their hopes on the next time he would come to the plate.

Sosa — who came into Sunday's game with 66 home runs, four behind McGwire — would then drive a ball deep into center field, railing the agitated bar crowd. But it was caught by an Astros outfielder and a collective "Oh, no!" filled the bar as fans shook their heads in disappointment.

"I still feel a lot of pride for Sosa because he is a Dominican, and a very respected Dominican. I also feel pride because he is a Latin, and a very great Latin," said Carlos Alberto, 35, in explaining that he was not disappointed about Sosa's failure to catch up to McGwire.

"I feel sad at the moment, sad because we are living in a very difficult situation and have nothing, and sad because Sosa did not break the record," said Aguiles Romero, 22.

Sosa played again Monday night in a one-game playoff for the National League wild-card berth, but for many Dominicans, whether Sosa shatters the major league home-run record is not paramount.

"He is the most important man in the world for all Dominicans," said Christian Munoz, 22, a patron at the Florimar. "Since the hurricane passed, we were fixing houses and helping people — but we are here because it is important. We have been going through hard times and now the hurricane. It is an inspiration for us, and if the win is or it he does not, we will be the same. He is a Dominican superhero."

At a time when this nation of 8 million is struggling to rebuild from the destruction unleashed by Georges, which was one of the most toxic hurricanes in recent memory, Sosa has become a poignant symbol of hope.

Scores of Dominican homes were leveled or heavily damaged by the hurricane, which snapped and uprooted countless trees and power lines now piled up in the street.

The Tetselo Vargas baseball stadium, where Sosa once played, suffered a tremendous blow from Georges, which knocked down the light tower and a broad section of the outfield wall, and ripped and twisted large portions of the facility's metal structure.

The stadium has been serving as a makeshift shelter for people made homeless by the storm, and Sunday afternoon a group of boys were playing a pickup game of baseball there.

Passions run high for Sosa in San Pedro, where a statue of him stands in a shopping mall that he built for the town. One of several projects he has undertaken here, including building a house for his mother and other relatives.

There is widespread passion for baseball in this town, which has produced more major league players per capita than any other. Seven of the 62 Dominicans on this season's Opening Day rosters are from here, and Dominicans outnumber other foreign-born players in the major leagues.

The Cubs outfielder, who has a four-year, $42 million contract with the team, has organized a relief effort through the Sammy Sosa Charitable Foundation for victims of the deadly storm across the Caribbean, including his native Dominican Republic. He has also pledged to sell his 62nd home run and give the proceeds to his country.

"I'm just glad I'm in the position to help this winter because they need it right now," Sosa said.

---

**SNL not worried about 'Howard Stern Radio Show'**

Los Angeles Times

HOLLYWOOD — NBC can apparently breathe easy about "Saturday Night Live" ratings being diminished by facing the "Howard Stern Radio Show," based on preliminary results for the former's season premiere Saturday.

Stern has frequently criticized "Saturday Night" and boasted that his latest foray into television would steal viewers away. At least the first round, however, went decisively to NBC, which even beat Stern by large margins in cities such as New York and Los Angeles, where the controversy's personality radio show is extremely popular.

Overall, NBC's long running late-night series drew nearly 8 percent of homes in major cities measured by Nielsen Media Research, almost three times the rating for Stern's program, which are mostly on CBS stations and isn't as widely available.

Hosted by "There's Something About Mary" star Cameron Diaz, "Saturday Night" exhibited no ill effects from the new competition, in fact, its rating was higher than the show's first episode last year.
SOCCER
continued from page 12

more Katie Kassis. The second was
on junior Michelle George with an
assist by senior Shana Stickel.

The remaining goals were all
scored in the second half by five dif-
ferent players. Junior Jill Nelson
scored on a penalty kick. Junior Sarah
Pratts scored the next goal with an
assist by senior Rhonda Partida. Partida
also assisted in the fifth goal,
scored by freshman Sandy Oceguera.
Sophomore Denise Trione scored the
sixth goal and Partida ended the
streak with the seventh goal.

Cal Poly played a tough game
offensively with a total of 16 shots on
goal versus seven by Boise State.
Cal Poly also had six corner kicks
compared to none for Boise State.

Cal Poly put up a tough offense on
Sunday's game against University of
Idaho that ended with 23 shots by the
Mustangs and nine by University of
Idaho.

George scored the first goal ten
minutes into the game, with an assist
by Stickel.

Nelson went on to get a hat trick
with junior Gina Oceguera assisting
on all three goals.

Oceguera scored the fifth and sixth
goals of the game with assists by
sophomore Eryn Gerhard and Nelson.

Not only has the team been rack­
ing up the points, but junior goalie
Natalia Garcia has done a good joh of
keeping the other teams from scoring
by not making mistakes in the back,
according to Crozier.

Cal Poly goes into next weekend's
home games against Utah State and
North Texas with a 5-4 overall record.

Foreman plans bash

HOUSTON (AP) — George
Foreman has his 50th birthday party
planned. It will be at the Astrodome,
Larry Holmes is invited and there's
going to be a fight.

The two heavyweight champions
of yesteryear — both grandfathers —
met at the Dome on Monday to
announce their Jan. 23 bout, billed as
the "Birthday Bash."

Foreman, fighting in his home­
town, hits 50 on Jan. 10. Holmes
turns 49 on Nov. 3.

"Usually, the doctors check a fight­
er's heart, but with Larry and me,
they're just going to see if we have a
pulse," Foreman said.

It will be the first fight in the
Astrodome since November 1982
when Holmes defeated Randall
"Tex" Cobb in a one-sided bout that
degusted the late sportscaster
Howard Cosell — the last pro fight
he called.
Cubs survive Giant threat, face Atlanta

Staff and wire reports

CHICAGO — For sheer drama, it's tough to beat a one-game playoff for a baseball postseason berth. For more drama, how about thoughts of a no-hitter? Chicago's Steve Trachsel went 8/3 innings before allowing a hit to pinch-hitter Brent Mayne but was removed because of six walks.

Gary Gaetti's two-run homer in the fifth off Mark Gardner gave the Cubs a 2-0 lead they would not relinquish. Pinch-hitter Matt Mieske drove in two insurance runs in the seventh to expand the Cubs' lead to 4-0.

The Cubs added an insurance run in the eighth when Sammy Sosa singled. After a Mark Grace double moved Sosa to third, the Giants' Jose Mesa threw a wild pitch to Gaetti, allowing Sosa to score.

The Giants threatened in the ninth inning, when Mayne singled to right and Bill Mueller singled up the middle. Stan Javier followed with a base hit to drive in Mayne. The Cubs brought in left-hander Terry Mulholland, who walked Ellis Burks. That brought up Barry Bonds, who lined a sacrifice fly to right.

The Cubs then went to former Giants closer Rod Beck to face Jeff Kent. He hit a groundball to shortstop Jose Hernandez, who flipped to Micky Morandini for one out but the throw to first was late. That brought up Joe Carter to the plate, who battled with Beck until ending the game with a pop-up to Grace.

The Giants had an opportunity to tie the game in the seventh inning when Bonds got up with two outs and the bases loaded, but reliever Felix Heredia got Bonds to hit a slow grounder to Grace to end the threat.

The Chicago Cubs last won a World Series in 1908 and last played in one in 1945. Since then, they have reached the playoffs only twice, in 1984 and 1989. In 1989, they were beaten four games to one by the Giants.

The Cubs face John Smoltz and the Atlanta Braves on Wednesday.
NBA makes offer; union to respond

NEW YORK (AP) — The latest collective bargaining offer from NBA owners includes some movement on player salaries, a link to minimum salaries, and a response from the union should come later this week.

After hearing the offer in its hands for three days, the union was preparing Monday to make its next formal proposal. The union increased with each passing day that the regular season will not start on time, Nov. 3.

If the union decides to present a counterproposal, it could lead to a resumption of face-to-face talks that would give the sides about two weeks to strike a deal allowing for a full 82-game schedule to be played. The NBA has never lost a game because of a work stoppage.

The pace of negotiations, and the quality of the proposals, could increase in the next couple of weeks after John Feerick, dean of Fordham University Law School, ruled on the union's grievance over whether players with guaranteed contracts for the upcoming season should be paid during the lockout.

Feerick's decision could come at any time before Oct. 19.

According to sources close to the bargaining, the owners made some movement in their most recent offer sent to union headquarters last Friday. In its proposals, the league has offered two different fiscal operating systems designed to slow the growth of player salaries.

Jordan testifies about failed 1991 movie deal

CHICAGO (AP) — A composed and soft-spoken Michael Jordan took the witness stand for nearly four hours Monday and testified that he never refused to act in a 1991 basketball film that flopped without him.

"I maintained enthusiasm about the project. I wanted to participate," Jordan said, even when filming of "Heaven's on a Playground" was postponed several months while the producers sought financing. Jordan said he even agreed to return the $50,000 producers paid him up front and offered his signature to help draw prospective backers when financiers were temptig.

The appearance by the Chicago Bulls superstar came in the middle of a multimillion-dollar breach-of-contract lawsuit alleging he reneged on a deal to star in the movie. The film made just $168,000 at the box office, its producers allege, and never got national distribution.

The producers are seeking $16 million and $32 million in damages, or what they believe could have been the film's profits.

Jordan was called by the plaintiffs as a hostile witness, and much of his testimony focused on whether he reneged on a deal to play Tuesday, but he was unsure about first baseman Wally Joyner, who has been bothered by a sore left shoulder.

Intimidating pitchers open NL series

HOUSTON (AP) — Overwhelming versus nasty. It won't be a pleasant day for hitters when Houston's Randy Johnson and San Diego's Kevin Brown, two of baseball's most dominating pitchers, provide a marquee matchup in the opener of the NL division series between the Padres and Astros this afternoon.

Johnson, of course, is the Big Unit, a 6-foot-10 left-hander who virtually no one relishes facing. Brown's pitches have so much movement that they've been described as "sassy" and "filthy" as well as some unprintable names.

And this is what the Astros and Padres get for posting their best seasons ever!

"It ain't tun," San Diego batting coach Tony Gwynn said of facing Johnson. "Probably the biggest challenge he has as a left-handed hitter in this league is facing Randy Johnson. When he's on, you can't hit him."

Reignited after his trade from Seattle on July 31, Johnson went 1-5 with a 1.28 ERA, led the majors with 129 strikeouts and been unbeatable in the Astrodome, going 5-0 with four shutouts.

Johnson said his velocity and control were inconsistent in his last start Wednesday against St. Louis, when he allowed eight hits but just one earned run — and no Mark McGwire homers — in a 7-1 win at St. Louis.

"I would have liked to have pitched a more quality ball game," Johnson said. "But when you get into post season, you can throw the number out; it's a pure adrenaline rush," Johnson said. "You're able to do a lot of things you may not have done in the regular season."

But when you get into post season, you can throw the number out; it's a pure adrenaline rush," Johnson said. "You're able to do a lot of things you may not have done in the regular season.

Johnson has had a huge impact on the NL Central champion Astros' 102-win season, even drawing 15,000 fans more than the average when he pitches.

When he pitches, he wins, and he gives us confidence," manager Larry Dierker said.

Johnson has faced left-handers just 18 times since joining the Astros, allowing four hits.

On June 24, Johnson beat the Padres, 2-1, in San Diego with a six-hit complete game. Switch-hitter Quilvio Veras and Greg Vaughn each had two hits, but Gwynn and fellow lefty Steve Finley combined to go 0-for-7.

Padres manager Bruce Bochy said Finley, the center fielder, will" play Tuesday, but he was unsure about first baseman Wally Joyner, who has been bothered by a sore left shoulder.

Order the Wells Fargo Student Banking Combo!

- Student ATM Checking
- Student MasterCard
- Online Banking

Get a FREE T-Shirt Plus!

ENTER TO WIN $5,000!

WELLS FARGO
The Cal Poly women's volleyball games last weekend.

The team won their first two Big West games.

The Mustangs managed to rack up their second and third goals of the season for Haynes.

They had some problems with defense, but not as serious as some teams.

The second goal was scored by sophomore James Newton said. The Mustangs played with two yellow cards. One was given to junior Darren Parker, and one to sophomore Milton Economy, both in the second half.

The third goal of the season for Haynes.

The team's final goal in the second half was scored by sophomore James Newton. The Mustangs played with two yellow cards. One was given to junior Darren Parker, and one to sophomore Milton Economy, both in the second half.

The Aztecs were decent competition according to junior Rob Helm, but not as dangerous as some teams. "Clemson will be the real test, the measuring stick of how we're doing," said Helm.

Other players agree that they shouldn't get too excited over this win. The Mustangs did have some offense, however, scoring early in the game.

Junior Brian Lange gave Cal Poly the lead early when he scored on a penalty kick by Helm almost two minutes into the game. It was Lange's third goal of the season.

Freshman goalie Brenton Juge had a great game according to junior David Yoon. Juge made six saves and got his fourth shutout of the year.

Cal Poly managed to rack up their share of penalties in a game where a total of 44 fouls were called. In the first half, three yellow cards were handed out to the Mustangs. First, to senior P.J. Wooldridge, then to Helm, and finally to senior Vince Harding.

San Diego State wasn't far behind with two yellow cards. One was given to junior Darren Parker, and one to sophomore Milton Economy, both in the second half.

Senior Martin Haynes scored the team's final goal in the second half with an assist by Newton. It was the fourth goal of the season for Haynes.

The team will travel to South Carolina with a 5-1-1 record to face No. 9 Clemson University on October 2, and No. 23 Furman University on October 4, in the Adidas Invitational.

The greatest catcher of all-time has given pitching a lot of nightmares when they walk him and he steals both second and third.

Tony Gwynn is perhaps the greatest pure hitter of all time. His swing stroke and knowledge of the strike zone are qualities every aspiring baseball player should study.

While there have been great outfielders over the years, such as Willie Mays, Duke Snider, and Ruth, they played in different eras. This group is enjoying the prime of their careers together.
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